
Research finds that a small percentage of employees contribute to the majority of an organization’s 
security incidents. Defending against cyber threats is difficult enough without your own workforce 

contributing to the assault. Poor behaviors by high-risk users end up consuming valuable resources 

desperately needed to fight real adversaries. Amplifying the problem, there’s no reliable method to 
pinpoint these users in order to facilitate the response and controls required to minimize their risk. 

Elevate Security solves this problem by helping you identify who is most ‘at-risk’ and automate your 
response to that risk, significantly reducing internal-driven security incidents.

The Control package of Elevate injects user risk intelligence into security 

operations tools (SIEM, SOAR, Case Management) to inform control policy 

protections, automate safeguards, and speed decision making. Let’s look closer!

Elevate Control
Automate SecOps Controls & Response to High-Risk Users

Elevate ingests & analyzes 

data from your enterprise to 

identify and score individual

risk based on behaviors and 

attack history

Elevate injects user risk data 

into SecOps systems to inform 

policies and controls for 

automating analysis and 

response to human risk

behaviors and patterns
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High Risk
Walter
Dept: Engineering

8.9

VERY LIKELY

to introduce ransomware

USE CASE: Walter, a risky user

Developer w/source code access

Recently downloaded malware

Browsed to sites he shouldn't

Clicked on phishing links

Enhance & streamline security operations (SecOps)

― Add to ‘High-Risk’ watch list; share with other security functions
― Integrate risk data into Help Desk/SecOps workflows; existing 

tooling, e.g., email/web gateways, endpoint detection & response

Improve security behavior & awareness with Elevate Engage

DYNAMIC RISK 
RESPONSE

― Learn more about driving measurable behavior change

Strengthen critical asset defense with Elevate Identity

― Learn more about protecting access to critical assets

Elevate Control helps you reduce burdens on your SecOps teams for employees 

like Walter. Given his role and actions that exceed his risk threshold, e.g., clicking 

on phishing links, Elevate will automatically add him to a ‘high-risk’ group. In turn, 
Walter’s future actions will be subject to email security policies which have stricter 
requirements around what email is quarantined, what attachment protection is in 

place, and what URL protection is enabled.

https://elevatesecurity.com/solutions/engage/
https://elevatesecurity.com/solutions/identity/


The Elevate Vision 

Dashboard details riskiest 

individuals, departments & 

locations, as well as the 

factors driving human risk

Help Desk and security 

analysts have user risk 

information at their 

fingertips, providing the 

insights needed to 

approve or deny requests 

of a sensitive nature

Elevate Control injects workforce risk intelligence into your security operations, 

including Security Information and Event Management (SIEM), Security 

Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR), and help desk tools, to 

accelerate incident triage and response, enable better help desk decision making, 

and automate controls for your riskiest individuals.
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Elevate Control helps you reduce security operations burdens by 
injecting human risk data into security policies, controls, and 
workflows. You’ll speed incident analysis and response while 
gaining control and visibility of your riskiest users.

SEE A DEMO

DYNAMIC RISK 

RESPONSE

Change awareness & 

behaviors through 

personalized education, 

gamification, and friendly 

touch points to reinforce 

good security judgement

Employee communications provide 
tailored feedback and guidance

Right-touch response, at the 
right time, to the right people
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Elevate identifies user risk 

behaviors related to 

phishing, malware, bad 

browsing, and unsafe data 

handling along with attack 

frequency and severity

https://www.elevatesecurity.com/demo/

